Effects of acoustic overstimulation on spectral and temporal processing in the amphibian auditory nerve.
Activity of isolated auditory-nerve fibers in tree frogs (Eleutherodactylus coqui) exposed to continuous 3-min tones of different intensities at their characteristic frequencies (CFs) was recorded. Period histograms show a retardation in the preferred phase of discharge during and after the cessation of the exposure. Postexposure phase shift is concomitant with an elevation in CF thresholds and related to the level of tone exposure above threshold. Vector strength does not show comparable trends of change; postexposure shifts are related to preexposure CF thresholds. Recovery of phase retardation is rapid; units exposed to successive 3-min tones of the same intensities with intervals of 10-14 min between exposures experienced similar changes in their patterns of temporal discharge. Micromechanical changes affecting stereocilia stiffness or structural alterations in the tectorial membrane of the amphibian papilla may underly the transitory phase shifts observed in traumatized anuran auditory fibers.